The Gillis Bridge (Sanford Drive) will be closed during Summer 2018 for a maintenance project.

Detour routes will be in place from May 7th through August 6th.

During this time, all traffic (vehicular, transit, cycling and pedestrian) will be rerouted around the site.

The bridge will reopen on August 7th.

These maps (larger versions on following pages) illustrate the potential vehicular and pedestrian routes available to navigate around the restricted access areas affected by the project, as well as the composite modifications to UGA’s transit circulation and stops.

An interactive bus detour map with specific impacted UGA bus routes and stops is available by clicking [here](https://platform.remix.com/map/5c35861?latlng=33.95009,-83.37265,z17) or following the link at the bottom of the transit map below.
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